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Abstract—We study the problem of testing whether a matrix
A ∈ Rn×n with bounded entries (kAk∞ ≤ 1) is positive semidefinite (PSD), or -far in Euclidean distance from the PSD
cone, meaning that minB0 kA − Bk2F > n2 , where B  0
denotes that B is PSD. Our main algorithmic contribution is
a non-adaptive tester which distinguishes between these cases
using only Õ(1/4 ) queries to the entries of A.1 If instead
of the Eucledian norm we considered the distance in spectral
norm, we obtain the “`∞ -gap problem”, where A is either PSD
or satisfies minB0 kA − Bk2 > n. For this related problem,
we give a Õ(1/2 ) query tester, which we show is optimal
up to log(1/) factors. Both our testers randomly sample a
collection of principal sub-matrices and check whether these
sub-matrices are PSD. Consequentially, our algorithms achieve
one-sided error: whenever they output that A is not PSD, they
return a certificate that A has negative eigenvalues.
We complement our upper bound for PSD testing with
Eucledian norm distance by giving a Ω̃(1/2 ) lower bound for
any non-adaptive algorithm. Our lower bound construction is
general, and can be used to derive lower bounds for a number
of spectral testing problems. As an example of the applicability
of our construction, we obtain a new Ω̃(1/4 ) sampling lower
bound for testing the Schatten-1 norm with a n1.5 gap,
extending a result of Balcan, Li, Woodruff, and Zhang [11].
In addition, our hard instance results in new sampling lower
bounds for estimating the Ky-Fan Norm,
P and the cost of rank-k
approximations, i.e. kA − Ak k2F = i>k σi2 (A).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Positive Semi-Definite (PSD) matrices are central objects
of interest in algorithm design, and continue to be studied
extensively in optimization, spectral graph theory, numerical
linear algebra, statistics, and dynamical systems, among
many others [6], [7], [21], [22], [29], [63], [65], [67], [72],
[74]. Specifically, a real-valued matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said to
be PSD if it defines a non-negative quadratic form: namely if
x> Ax ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn . If A is symmetric, this is equivalent to the eigenvalues of A being non-negative. Certifying
whether a matrix is PSD often provides crucial insights into
the structure of metric spaces [62], arises as a separation
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oracles in Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) [72], leads
to faster algorithms for solving linear systems and linear
algebra problems [8], [42], [56], [65] detects existence of
community structure in random graphs [61], and is used to
ascertain local convexity of functions. Furthermore, testing
if a matrix is PSD is also used when studying the rate of
dissipation in the heat equation [1] and the behavior of nonoscillatory, exponentially stable modes of linear differential
equations [28]. For these applications, in addition to testing
the existence of negative eigenvalues, it is often important to
provide a certificate that the matrix is not PSD, by exhibiting
a direction in which the quadratic form is negative.
While efficient, numerically stable algorithms for computing the spectrum of a matrix have been known since Turing
[71], such algorithms require reading the entire matrix and
incur a cubic running time in practice. Computing the eigenvalues of a matrix is often the bottleneck in applications,
especially when just determining the existence of negative
eigenvalues suffices. For instance, checking embeddability
of a finite metric into Euclidean space, feasibility of a
SDP, convexity of a function, and if specialized solvers are
applicable for linear algebraic problems, all only require
knowledge of whether a given matrix is PSD. The focus
of this work is to study when the property of being PSD
can be tested sublinear time and queries, without reading
the entire matrix.
We approach the problem from the perspective of property
testing [31], [32], where the input matrix A is promised
to be either a PSD matrix, or “-far” from PSD under an
appropriate notion of distance (discussed below). Specifically, we work in the bounded-entry model, proposed by
Balcan, Li, Woodruff, and Zhang [11], where the input
matrix has bounded entries: kAk∞ ≤ 1. Boundedness is
often a natural assumption in practice, and has numerous
real world applications, such as recommender systems as in
the Netflix Challenge [43], unweighted or bounded weight
graphs [30], [32], correlation matrices, distance matrices
with bounded radius, and others [11], [41], [49]. Further, the
boundedness of entries avoids degenerate instances where
an arbitrarily large entry is hidden in A, thereby drastically
changing the spectrum of A, while being impossible to test
without reading the entire matrix.
Our starting point is a simple fact: a matrix A is PSD

if and only if all principal2 submatrices of A are PSD.
However, a much more interesting direction is: if A is
not PSD, what can be said about the eigenvalues of the
submatrices of A? Specifically, if A is far from PSD, how
large of a submatrix must one sample in order to find a
negative eigenvalue? Note that given a principal submatrix
AT ×T with x> AT ×T x < 0 for some x ∈ R|T | , this
direction x can be used as a certificate that the input matrix
is not PSD, since y > Ay = x> AT ×T x < 0, where y
is the result of padding x with 0’s. Further, it leads us
to a natural algorithm to test definiteness: sample multiple
principal submatrices and compute their eigenvalues. If any
are negative, then A must not be PSD. Determining the
query complexity of this task is the principal focus of this
paper. Specifically, we ask:
Can the positive semi-definiteness of a bounded
matrix be tested via the semi-definiteness of a
small random submatrix?
The Testing Models.: The distance from A to the PSD
cone is given by minB0 kA − Bk, where k · k is a norm,
and B  0 denotes that B is PSD. To instantiate k · k,
we consider two natural norms over n × n matrices: the
spectral norm (k · k2 ) and the Euclidean norm (k · kF ) .
Perhaps surprisingly, the distance of a symmetric matrix A
to the PSD cone under these norms can be characterized in
terms of the eigenvalues of A. In particular, let λ ∈ Rn
be the vector of eigenvalues of A. Then, the spectral norm
distance corresponds to the `∞ distance between λ and the
positive orthant. Similarly, the squared Frobenius distance
corresponds to the `22 distance between λ and the positive
orthant.
Therefore, we will refer to the two resulting gap problems
as the `∞ -gap and the `22 -gap, respectively. This connection
between matrix norms of A and vector norms of eigenvalues
λ will be highly useful for the analysis of random submatrices. Next, we formally define the testing problems:
Problem 1 (PSD Testing with Spectral norm/`∞ -gap).
Given  ∈ (0, 1] and a symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n such
that kAk∞ ≤ 1, distinguish whether A satisfies:
(1) A is PSD.
(2) A is -far from the PSD cone in Spectral norm:
minB0 kA − Bk2 = maxi:λi <0 |λi (A)| ≥ n.
The fact that the spectral norm distance from A to
the PSD cone (minB0 kA − Bk2 ) is equivalent to the
magnitude of the smallest negative eigenvalue of A is a
consequence of the variational principle for eigenvalues.
For general non-symmetric matrices A, one can replace (2)
above with the condition x> Ax < −n for some unit vector
x ∈ Rn , which is equivalent to (2) if A is symmetric (again
2 Recall that a principal submatrix A
T ×T for T ⊆ [n] is the restriction
of A to the rows and columns indexed by T .

by the variational principle). We note that our results for the
`∞ -gap hold in this more general setting.3
Next, if we instantiate k · k with the (squared) Euclidean
norm, we obtain the `22 gap problem.
Problem 2 (PSD Testing with `22 -gap). Given  ∈ (0, 1]
and a symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n such that kAk∞ ≤ 1,
distinguish whether A satisfies:
(1) A is PSD.
(2) A is -far from the PSD cone
P in squared Euclidean
norm: minB0 kA−Bk2F = i:λi (A)<0 λ2i (A) ≥ n2 .
that the identity minB0 kA − Bk2F
=
2
λ
(A)
also
follows
from
the
variational
i:λi (A)<0 i
principle. Similarly to the `∞ -gap, if A is not symmetric
one can always run a tester on the symmetrization
(A + A> )/2. Also observe that kAk2F ≤ n2 and kAk2 ≤ n
for bounded entries matrices, hence the respective scales of
n, n2 in the two gap instances above. Notice by definition,
if a symmetric matrix A is -far from PSD in `∞ then A is
2 -far from PSD in `22 . However, the converse is clearly not
true, and as we will see the complexity of PSD testing with
2 -`22 gap is strictly harder than testing with -`∞ gap.4
In fact, there are several important examples of matrices
which are far from the PSD cone in `22 , but which are not far
in `∞ . For instance, if A is a random matrix with bounded
moments, such as a matrix with i.i.d. Rademacher ({1, −1})
or Gaussian entries, then as a consequence of Wigner’s
2
Semicircle Law
√ A will be Ω(1)-far in `2 distance. However,
kAk2 =√O( n) with high probability, so A will only
be O(1/ n)-far in `∞ distance. Intuitively, such random
instances should be very “far” from being PSD, and the `22
distance captures this fact.
PNote

A. Our Contributions
We now introduce our main contributions. Our algorithms
for PSD testing randomly sample principal submatrices and
check if they are PSD. Thus, all our algorithms have onesided error; when A is PSD, they always return PSD, and
whenever our algorithms return Not PSD, they output a
certificate in the form of a principal submatrix which is not
PSD. In what follows, ω < 2.373 is the exponent of matrix
multiplication, and Õ, Ω̃ notation only hide log(1/) factors
(and log(s) factors for Ky-Fan-s and residual error bounds),
thus our bounds have no direct dependency on the input
size n. We first state our result for the `∞ gap problem in
its most general form, which is equivalent to Problem 1 in
the special case when A is symmetric.
3 Also note that given query access to any A ∈ Rn×n , one can always
run a tester on the symmetrization B = (A + A> )/2, which satisfies
x> Ax = x> Bx for all x, with at most a factor of 2 increase in query
complexity.
4 The difference in scaling of  between the `
2
∞ and `2 gap definitions
( is squared in the latter) is chosen for the sake of convenience, as it will
become clear the two problems are naturally studied in these respective
paramaterizations.

Theorem 3 (`∞ -gap Upper Bound). There is a non-adaptive
sampling algorithm which, given A ∈ Rn×n with kAk∞ ≤
1 and  ∈ (0, 1), returns PSD if x> Ax ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn ,
and with probability 2/3 returns Not PSD if x> Ax ≤ −n
for some unit vector x ∈ Rn . The algorithm make Õ(1/2 )
queries to the entries of A, and runs in time Õ(1/ω ).
We demonstrate that the algorithm of Theorem 3 is
optimal up to log(1/) factors, even for adaptive algorithms
with two-sided error. Formally, we show:
Theorem 4 (`∞ -gap Lower Bound). Any adaptive or nonadaptive algorithm which solves the PSD testing problem
with -`∞ gap with probability at least 2/3, even with twosided error and if A is promised to be symmetric, must query
2
e
Ω(1/
) entries of A.
Next, we present our algorithm for the `22 -gap problem.
Our algorithm crucially relies on first running our tester for
the `∞ -gap problem, which allows us to demonstrate that if
A is far from PSD in `22 but close in `∞ , then it must be
far, under other notions of distance such as Schatten norms
or residual tail error, from any bounded entry PSD matrix.
Theorem 5 (`22 -gap Upper Bound). There is a non-adaptive
sampling algorithm which, given a symmetric matrix A ∈
Rn×n with kAk∞ ≤ 1 and  ∈ (0, 1), returns PSD if
A is PSD, and with probability 2/3 returns Not PSD if
P
2
2
4
i:λi (A)<0 λi (A) ≥ n . The algorithm make a Õ(1/ )
2ω
queries to A, and runs in time Õ(1/ ).
e 12 ) lower bound
We complement our upper bound by a Ω(

2
for PSD-testing with -`2 gap, which holds even for algorithms with two sided error. Our lower bound demonstrates
a√ separation between the complexity of PSD testing with
-`∞ gap and PSD testing with -`22 -gap, showing that the
concentration of negative mass in large eigenvalues makes
PSD testing a strictly easier problem.
Theorem 6 (`22 -gap Lower Bound). Any non-adaptive algorithm which solves the PSD testing problem with -`22 gap
with probability at least 2/3, even with two-sided error, must
2
e
query Ω(1/
) entries of A.
Our lower bound is built on discrete hard instances which
are “locally indistinguishable”, in the sense that the distribution of any small set of samples is completely identical
between the PSD and -far cases. At the heart of the lower
bound is a key combinatorial Lemma about arrangements of
paths on cycle graphs (see discussion in Section II-C). Our
construction is highly general, and we believe will likely be
useful for proving other lower bounds for matrix and graph
property testing problems. Exemplifying the applicability of
our construction, we obtain as an immediate corollary a new
lower bound for testing the Schatten-1 norm of P
A. Recall,
that the Schatten-1 norm is defined via kAkS1 = i σi (A),
where σ1 (A) ≥ · · · ≥ σn (A) are the singular values of A.

√
Theorem 7 (Schatten-1 Lower Bound). Fix any 1/ n ≤
 ≤ 1. Then any non-adaptive algorithm in the bounded
entry model that distinguishes between
1) kAkS1 ≥ n1.5 ,
2) kAkS1 ≤ (1 − 0 )n1.5
with probability 2/3, where 0 = logO(1) (1/), must make
at least Ω̃(1/4 ) queries to A.
Note that one always has kAkS1 ≤ n1.5 in the bounded
entry model (kAk∞ ≤ 1), which accounts for the above
scaling. Theorem 7 extends a lower bound of Balcan et. al.
[11], which is Ω(n) for the special case of , 0 = Θ(1).
Thus, for the range  = Õ(n−1/4 ), our lower bound is
an improvement. To the best of our knowledge, Theorem
7 gives the first Ω̃(n2 ) sampling lower bound for testing
Schatten-1 in a non-degenerate range (i.e., for kAkS1 ≥ n).
Remark 8. We note that the lower bound of [11] is stated
for a slightly different version of gap (a “-`0 ”-gap), where
either kAkS1 ≥ c1 n1.5 for a constant c1 , or at least n2
of the entries of A must be changed (while respecting
kAk∞ ≤ 1) so that the Schatten-1 is larger than c1 n1.5 .
However, their lower bound construction itself satisfies the
“Schatten-gap” version as stated in Theorem 7, where either
kAkS1 ≥ c1 n1.5 , or kAkS1 ≤ c2 n1.5 and c1 > c2 are
constants. From here, it is easy to see that this gap actually
implies the `0 -gap (and this is used to obtain the `0 -gap
lower bound in [11]), since if kAkS1 ≤ c2 n1.5 then for any
E with kEk∞ ≤ 2 and kEk0 ≤ n2 for a small enough
constant  <√c22 , we have kA + EkS1 ≤ kAkS1 + kEkS1 ≤
n1.5 (c2 + 2 ) < c1 n1.5 . So Theorem 7 implies
√ a lower
bound of Ω̃(1/2 ) for distinguishing kAkS1 ≥ n1.5 from
the case of needing to
at least Ω̃(n2 ) entries of
√ change
1.5
A so that kAkS1 ≥ n . Thus, our lower bound also
extends the `0 -gap
√ version of the results of [11] for the
range  = Õ(1/ n).
In addition to Schatten-1 testing, the same lower bound
construction and techniques from Theorem 6 also result in
new
Ps lower bounds for testing the Ky-Fan s norm kAkKF(s) =
i=1 σi (A), as well as the
P cost of the best rank-s approximation kA − As k2F = i>s σi2 (A), stated below. In the
following, s is any value 1 ≤ s ≤ n/poly(log n), and c is a
fixed constant.
Theorem 9 (Ky-Fan Lower Bound). Any non-adaptive
algorithm in the bounded entry model which distinguishes
between
1) kAkKF(s) > (c/ log s)n ,
2) kAkKF(s) < (1 − 0 )(c/ log s)n
with probability 2/3, where 0 = Θ(1/ log2 (s)), must query
at least Ω̃(s2 ) entries of A.
Theorem 10 (Residual Error Lower Bound). Any nonadaptive algorithm in the bounded entry model which distinguishes between

1) kA − As k2F > cn/(s log s),
2) kA − As k2F < (1 − 0 ) · cn/(s log s)
with probability 2/3, where 0 = logO(1) (s), must query at
least Ω̃(s2 ) entries of A.
Our lower bound for the Ky-Fan norm complements a
2 2
Ky-Fan testing lower bound of [51],
√ which is Ω(n /s ) for
distinguishing
1) kAkKF(s)
√ < 2.1s n from 1) kAkKF(s) >
√
2.4s n when s = O( n). Note their bound decreases
with s, whereas ours increases, thus the two bounds are
incomparable
√ (although they match up to log(s) factors
at s = Θ( n)).5 We also point out that there are (not
quite matching) upper bounds for both the problems of KyFan norm and s-residual error testing in the bounded entry
model, just based on a standard application of the Matrix
Bernstein Inequality.6 We leave the exact query complexity
of these and related testing problems for functions of singular values in the bounded entry model as subject for future
work.
A Remark on the `22 -Gap: We note that there appear to
be several key barriers to improving the query complexity
of PSD testing with `22 -gap beyond O(1/4 ), which we
briefly discuss here. First, in general, to preserve functions
of the squared
values of A up to error n2 , such
Psingular
2
2
as kAkF = i σi (A) or kAk22 = σ12 (A), any algorithm
which samples a submatrix must make Ω(1/4 ) queries.
Specifically, we show
√ ≤  ≤ 1/4.
Lemma 11. Fix any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and fix any 100
n
Any algorithm that queries a submatrix AS×T of A ∈ Rn×n
with kAk∞ ≤ 1 and distinguishes with probability at least
4/5 between the case that either:
Pk
•
σi2 (A) > n2 /2 + n2 .
Pi=1
k
2
2
•
i=1 σi (A) ≤ n /2
must make |S| · |T | = Ω(1/4 ) queries to the matrix A.

In other words, Lemma 11 indicates detecting n2 -sized
perturbations in the spectrum of a matrix in general requires
Ω(1/4 ) sized submatrices. This rules out improving the
query complexity by detecting the n2 negative mass in
A via, for instance, testing if the sum of squares of top
k = 1/ singular values has Θ(n2 ) less mass than it
should if A were PSD (even this may require Ω(k 2 /4 )
queries, see the discussion in Section II-B). The key issue
at play here appears to be the requirement of sampling
submatrices. Indeed, notice for the simplest case of kAk2F ,
we can easily estimate kAk2F to additive n2 via O(1/2 )
queries to random entries of A. On the other hand, if these
5 The bound from [51] is stated in the sketching model, however the
entries of the instance are bounded, thus it also applies to the sampling
model considered here.
6 See Theorem 6.1.1 of [69], applied to S = a
>
k
(k) (a(k) ) , where a(k) is
the k-th row sampled in A; for the case of residual error, one
P equivalently
2
applies matrix Bernstein inequality to estimate the head
i≤k σi (A).
These bounds can be tightened via the usage of interior Chernoff bounds
[27].

queries must form a submatrix, then it is easy to see that
Ω(1/4 ) queries are necessary, simply from the problem
of estimating kAk2F whose rows (or columns) have values
determined by a coin flip with bias either equal to 1/2
or 1/2 + . On the other hand, for testing positive semidefiniteness, especially with one-sided error, the requirement
of sampling a principal submatrix seems unavoidable.
In addition, a typical approach when studying spectral
properties of submatrices is to first pass to a random
row submatrix AS×[n] , argue that it preserves the desired
property (up to scaling), and then iterate the process on
a column submatrix AS×T . Unfortunately, these types of
arguments are not appropriate when dealing with eigenvalues
of A, since after passing to the rectangular matrix AS×[n] ,
any notion of negativity of the eigenvalues has now been
lost. This forces one to argue indirectly about functions
of the singular values of AS×[n] , returning to the original
difficulty described above. We leave it as an open problem to
determine the exact non-adaptive query complexity of PSD
testing with `22 -gap. For a further discussion of these barriers
and open problems, see Section III.
B. Connections to Optimization, Euclidean Metrics and
Linear Algebra
We now describe some explicit instances where our algorithms may be useful for testing positive semi-definiteness.
We emphasize that in general, the distance between A
and the PSD cone may be too small to verify via our
testers. However, when the input matrices satisfy a nontrivial gap from the PSD cone, we can speed up some
basic algorithmic primitives. The first is testing feasibility of
the PSD constraint in a Semi-Definite Program (SDP) with
sublinear queries and time, so long as the variable matrix has
bounded entries. Importantly, our algorithms also output a
separating hyperplane to the PSD cone.
Corollary 12 (Feasibility and Separating Hyperplanes for
SDPs). Given a SDP S, let X ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric
matrix that violates the PSD constraint for S. Further,
suppose kXk∞ ≤ 1 and X is n2 -far in entry-wise `22
distance to the PSD cone. Then, there exists an algorithm
4
2ω
e
e
that queries O(1/
) entries in X and runs in O(1/
)
time, and with probability 9/10, outputs a vector ṽ such
that ṽ T Xṽ < 0. Moreover, if λmin (X) < −n, then there
is an algorithm yielding the same guarantee, that queries
2
ω
e
e
O(1/
) entries in X and runs in O(1/
) time.
While in the worst case, our algorithm may need to
read the whole matrix to exactly test if X is PSD, there
may be applications where relaxing the PSD constraint to
the convex set of matrices which are close to the PSD
cone in Euclidean distance is acceptable. Moreover, our
algorithm may be run as a preliminary step at each iteration
of an SDP solver to check if the PSD constraint is badly
violated, resulting in speed-ups by avoiding an expensive

eigendecomposition of X whenever our algorithm outputs a
separating hyperplane [72].
Next, we consider the problem of testing whether an
arbitrary finite metric d over n points, x1 , . . . xn ∈ Rd
is embeddable into Euclidean Space. Testing if a metric
is Euclidean has a myriad of applications, such as determining whether dimensionality reduction techniques such as
Johnson-Lindenstrauss can be used [57], checking if efficient
Euclidean TSP solvers can be applied [5], and more recently,
computing a low-rank approximation in sublinear time [9],
[35]. It is well known (Schoenberg’s criterion [20]) that
given a distance matrix D ∈ Rn×n such that Di,j =
d(xi , xj ), the points are isometrically embeddable into Eu>
clidean space if and only If G = 1·D1,∗ +D>
1,∗ ·1 −D  0,
where D1,∗ is the first row of D. Notice that embeddability
is scale invariant, allowing one to scale distances to ensure
boundedness. Furthermore, since our algorithms sample submatrices and check for non-positive semi-definiteness, the
tester need not know this scaling in advance, and gives
guarantees for distinguishing definiteness if the necessary
gap is satisfied after hypothetically scaling the entries.
Corollary 13 (Euclidean Embeddability of Finite Metrics).
Given a finite metric d on n points {x1 , . . . , xn }, let
D ∈ Rn×n be the corresponding distance matrix, scaled
>
so that kDk∞ ≤ 1/3, and let G = 1D1,∗ + D>
1,∗ 1 − D.
2
2
Then if minB0 kG − BkF ≥ n , there exists an algorithm
4
e
that queries O(1/
) entries in A and with probability
9/10, determines the non-embeddability of {x1 , . . . , xn }
into Euclidean space. Further, the algorithm runs in time
2ω
e
O(1/
).
Remark 14. An intriguing question is to characterized
geometric properties of finite metrics based on the `22 distance of the Schoenberg matrix G from the PSD cone.
For instance, given a finite metric with Schoenberg matrix
G that is close to being PSD in `22 -distance, can we conclude
that the metric has a low worst or average case distortion
embedding into Euclidean space?
Remark 15. Since rescaling entries to be bounded only
affects the gap parameter , in both of the above cases, so
long as the magnitude of the entries in X, D do not scale
with n, the running time of our algorithms is still sublinear
in the input.
Finally, several recent works have focused on obtaining
sublinear time algorithms for low-rank approximation when
the input matrix is PSD [8], [56]. However, such algorithms
only succeed when the input is PSD or close to PSD (in `22 ),
and it is unknown how to verify whether these algorithm
succeeded in sublinear time. Therefore, our tester can be
used as a pre-processing step to determine input instances
where the aforementioned algorithms provably will (or will
not) succeed.

C. Related work
Property testing in the bounded entry model was first
considered in [11] to study the query complexity of testing
spectral properties of matrices, such as stable rank (the
value kAk2F /kAk22 ) and Schatten p norms. A related model,
known as the bounded row model, where rows instead of
entries are required to be bounded, was studied by Li, Wang,
and Woodruff [49], who gave tight bounds for testing stable
rank in this model. In addition, the problem of testing the
rank of a matrix from a small number of queries has been
well studied [13], [44], [49], [57], as well the problem
of estimating the rank via a random submatrix [10], [12].
Notice that since rank is not a smooth spectral property,
hiding an unbounded value in a single entry of A cannot
drastically alter the rank. Thus, for testing rank, the condition
of boundedness is not required.
More generally, the bounded entry model is the natural
sampling analogue for the linear sketching model, where
2
the algorithm gets to choose a matrix S ∈ Rt×n , where t
is the number of “queries”, and then observes the product
S · vec(A), where vec(A) is the vectorization of A [16],
[17], [47]–[52]. The model has important applications to
streaming and distributed algorithms. Understanding the
query complexity of sketching problems, such as estimating
spectral norms and the top singular values [4], [47], [51],
estimating Schatten and Ky-Fan norms [17], [50]–[52], estimating `p norms [2], [15], [34], [38], [40], and `p sampling
[36], [37], [39], [55], has been a topic of intense study.
For the problem of sketching eigenvalues (with their signs),
perhaps the most related result is [4], which gives pointwise estimates of the top eigenvalues. Notice that linear
sketching can simulate sampling by setting the rows of S to
be standard basis vectors, however sketching is in general
a much stronger query model. Note that to apply a linear
sketch, unlike in sampling, one must read all the entries of
A, which does not yield sublinear algorithms.
A special case of the sketching model is the matrixvector product model, which has been studied extensively
in the context of compressed sensing [18], [24] and sparse
recovery [26]. Here, one chooses vectors v1 , . . . , vk and observes the products Av1 , . . . , Avk . Like sketching, matrixvector product queries are a much stronger access model
than sampling. Recently, in the matrix-vector product model,
Sun et. al. considered testing various graph and matrix
properties [68], and Han et. al. considered approximating
spectral sums and testing positive semi-definiteness [33].
Lastly, while there has been considerable work on understanding concentration of norms and singular values of random matrices, not as much is known about their eigenvalues.
Progress in understanding the behavior of singular values of
random matrices includes concentration bounds for spectral
norms of submatrices [60], [70], concentration bounds for
extreme singular values [25], [27], [46], [69], [73], non-

commutative Khintchine inequalities for Schatten-p norms
[53], [58], [59], as well as Kadison-Singer type discrepancy
bounds [45], [54], [64]. These random matrix concentration
bounds have resulted in improved algorithms for many
fundemental problems, such as low-rank approximation and
regression [9], [19], [23], [35], [56] and spectral sparsification [3], [14], [66]. However, in general, understanding
behavior of negative eigenvalues of random matrices and
submatrices remains largely an open problem.
II. T ECHNICAL OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe the techniques used in our
non-adaptive testing algorithms for the `∞ and more general
`22 gap problem, as well as the techniques involved in our
lower bound construction for the `22 -gap. We defer the proofs
of these results to the full version of this article.

Figure 1: Hard instances for `∞ testing. On the left, the
negative mass is highly concentrated in |S| = 2 n rows and
columns, and on the right it more spread out over |S| = αn,
where 2 ≤ α ≤ .

A. PSD Testing with `∞ Gap

down to O( nk 2 ), so, again by Chebyshev’s inequality, the
average of these quadratic forms will be negative with
constant probability. If this occurs, then at least one of
the quadratic forms must be negative, from which we can
conclude that at least one of ATi ×Ti will fail to be PSD,
now using only O(1/3 ) queries.
A Family of Hard Instances: One could now hope for
an even tighter analysis of the concentration of QT (x), so
that O(1/2 ) total queries would be sufficient. Unfortunately,
the situation is not so simple, and in fact the two aforementioned testers are tight in the query complexity for the
matrix dimensions they sample. Consider the hard instance
A in the left of Figure 1, which is equal to the identity
on the diagonal, and is zero elsewhere except for a small
subset S ⊂ [n] of |S| = 2 n rows and columns, where we
have AS×S = AS×S = −1, where S is the complement
of S. Notice that if we set x2i = 1/(2n) for i ∈
/ S and
x2i = 1/(22 n) for i ∈ S, then x> Ax ≤ −n/4. However,
in order to even see a single entry from S, one must sample
from at least Ω(1/2 ) rows or columns. In fact, this instance
itself gives rise to a Ω(1/2 ) lower bound for any testing
algorithm, even for adaptive algorithms (Theorem 4).
The difficulty of the above instance is that the negative
mass of x> Ax is hidden in only a 2 -fraction of A. On
the other hand, since the negative entries are so large and
concentrated, one need only sample O(1) entries from a
single row i ∈ S in order for AT ×T to be non-PSD in
the prior example. Thus, an algorithm for such instances
would be to sample O(1/2 ) principal submatrices, each
of constant size. On the other hand, the set S could also
be more spread out; namely, we could have |S| = αn for
any √
2 ≤ α ≤ , but where each entry in AS×S is set to
−/ α (see the matrix in the right side of Figure 1). If
instead, we define x2i = 1/(2αn) for i ∈ S, we still have
x> Ax < −n/4. However, now any submatrix AT ×T with
|T ∩S| = 1 must have at least |T | ≥ α/2 rows and columns,
otherwise AT ×T would be PSD due to the identity on the

Recall that in the general statement of the `∞ -gap problem, our task is to distinguish between A ∈ Rn×n satisfying
x> Ax ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn , or x> Ax ≤ −n for some
unit vector x ∈ Rn . Since if x> Ax ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn
the same holds true for all principal submatrices of A, it
suffices to show that in the -far case we can find a k × k
principal submatrix AT ×T such that y > AT ×T y < 0 for
some y ∈ Rk .7
Warmup: A O(1/3 ) query algorithm: Since we know
>
x Ax ≤ −n for some fixed x, a natural approach would
be to show that the quadratic form with the same vector x,
projected onto to a random subset T ⊂ [n] of its coordinates,
is still negative. Specifically, we would like to show that the
quadratic form QT (x) = x>
T AT ×T xT , of x with a random
principal submatrix AT ×T for T ⊂ [n] will continue to be
negative. If QT (x) < 0, then clearly AT ×T is not PSD.
Now while our algorithm does not know the target vector x,
we can still analyze the concentration of the scalar random
variable QT (x) over the choice of T , and show that it is
negative with good probability.
Proposition 16. Suppose A ∈ Rn×n satisfies kAk∞ ≤ 1
and x> Ax ≤ −n where kxk2 ≤ 1. Then if k ≥ 6/, and
if T ⊂ [n] is a random sample of expected size k, we have
2
k3
E[QT (x)] ≤ − k
4n and Var(QT (x)) ≤ O( n2 ).
By Proposition 16, after setting k = Θ(1/2 ), we have
that |E[QT (x)]|2 = Ω(Var(QT (x)), and so by Chebyshev’s
inequality, with constant probability we will have QT (x) <
0. This results in a k 2 = O(1/4 ) query tester. To improve
the complexity, we could instead set k = Θ(1/) and resample T for k times independently to reduce the variance.
Namely, one
Pkcan sample submatrices T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk , and
analyze k1 i=1 QTi (x). The variance of this sum goes
7 This can be efficiently checked by computing the eigenvalues of
AT ×T + A>
T ×T .

2

diagonal.
The aforementioned instances suggest the following approach: query matrices at O(log 1 ) different scales of subsampling. Specifically, for each 2 ≤ α = 2i ≤ , we
2
sample Õ( α 2 ) independent k × k submatrices, each of size
k = Õ(α/2 ), giving a total complexity of Õ( 12 ). The
analysis now proceeds by a complete characterization of the
ways in which x> Ax can be negative. Specifically, we prove
the following: either a substantial fraction of the negative
mass is hidden inside of a small set of rows and columns
S with |S| < n, or it is the case that Var(QT (x)) is
small enough so that a single k × k submatrix will already
be non-PSD with good probability when k ≥ Ω(1/).
Given this classification, it suffices to demonstrate a level
of subsampling which will find a non-PSD submatrix when
the negative mass is concentrated inside inside a small set
S.
Eigenvector Switching: To analyze this case, ideally,
one would like to demonstrate that conditioned on T intersecting S at some level of subsampling, we will have
QT (x) < 0 with good probability. Unfortunately, the approach of analyzing the quadratic form with respects to x
will no longer be possible; in fact, QT (x) may never be negative conditioned on |T ∩ S| = 1 (unless |T | > 1/, which
we cannot afford in this case). The complication arises from
the fact that the coordinates of xi in the small set S can be
extremely large, and thus the diagonal contribution of x2i Ai,i
will dominate the quadratic form of a small submatrix. For
instance, if AT ×T is a sample with k = |T | = O(1) which
intersects the
√ set S in the leftmost matrix√in Figure 1, where
∈ S and xi = 1/ n otherwise, then
xi = 1/( n) for i √
QT (x) ≈ k/n − (k/ n)xi + Ai,i x2i , which is dominated
by the diagonal term Ai,i x2i = 1/(2 n). Thus, while AT ×T
itself is not PSD, we have that QT (x) > 0.
To handle this, we must and analyze the quadratic form
QT (·) with respect to another direction y. The vector y
may not even satisfy y > Ay < 0, however conditioned on
|T ∩S| ≥ 1, we will have QT (y) < 0 with good probability.
Clearly, we must scale down the large coordinates xi for
i ∈ S. However, one cannot scale too low, otherwise the
negative contribution of the rows i ∈ S would become too
small. The correct scaling is then a careful balancing act
between the contributions of the different portions of AT ×T .
Informally, since the xi ’s for i ∈ S make up a |S|/n fraction
of all coordinates, they can be as large as x2i ≥ (n/|S|) ·
(1/n). However, inside of the smaller submatrix AT ×T , then
conditioned on i ∈ T , since |T | is small xi now makes up
a larger 1/|T | fraction of the submatrix, thus we should
scale down xi to only be x2i ≈ |T |/n. With this scaling
in mind, we (very roughly) set yi2 = (|S|/n) · (|T |/n) if
i ∈ S, and set yi = xi otherwise. The remaining argument
then requires a careful analysis of the contribution of entries
of A outside of S to show that the target vector y indeed
satisfies QT (y) < 0 with good probability conditioned on

T intersecting S.
B. PSD Testing with `2 Gap
Recall in the `2 gap problem, our task is to distinguish
2
between A being PSD, and A being
P -far in `22 distance from
any PSD matrix, namely that i:λi (A)<0 λi (A) > n2 . In
P
2
what follows, we refer to the quantity
i:λi (A)<0 λi (A)
as the negative mass of A. First observe that in the special case that we had a “large” negative eigenvalue, say
λmin (A) = −n, then by applying our testing algorithm
for `∞ -gap, we could find a non-PSD submatrix with only
Õ(1/2 ) queries. However, in general the negative mass of
A may be spread out over many smaller eigenvalues. Thus,
we cannot hope to apply our earlier approach for the `∞ -gap,
which preserved the quadratic form QT (x) = x>
T AT ×T xT
with respects to a fixed direction x. Instead, our approach
will be to show that if A is -far from PSD in `22 , then
the singular values of A must be “far” from PSD, in some
other notion of distance, allowing us to indirectly infer the
existence of negative eigenvalues in submatrices.
PSD matrices are top-heavy: Our first step is to show
that
if
A ∈ Rn×n is PSD, then the t-“tail” of A, defined as
P
2
σ
i>t i (A), cannot be too large. This can be derived from
the following fact: if A is PSD and kAk∞ ≤ 1,P
then we can
bound the Schatten-1 norm of A by kAkS1 = i σi (A) =
Tr(A) ≤ n. This simple fact will prove highly useful, since
whenever we can demonstrate that the Schatten-1 norm of
a submatrix AT ×T is larger than |T |, we may immediately
conclude the that AT ×T is not PSD. In addition, it implies:
Proposition 17 (PSD matrices are top-heavy). Fix any n ∈
N, 1 ≤ t ≤ n, and D ∈ Rn×n such that kDk∞ ≤ 1, and
let σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σn be its singular values. Then if D is
PSD, we have
X
σi2 (D) ≤ t−1 n2
i>t

On the other hand, suppose that A is -far from PSD,
and let t > 10/. Then if no eigenvalue is smaller than
−n/100, a condition which can be checked with Õ(1/2 )
queries by first running our `∞ -gap tester, then the negative
mass must be spread out, and it must be the case that a
substantial fraction of the negative mass of A is contained
in theP
bottom n − t singular values. Specifically, we must
2
2
any PSD matrix
have
i>t σi (A) > (/2)n
P , whereas
D would have to satisfy i>t σi2 (D) ≤ (/10)n2 by the
above Proposition. Thus, after first
our `∞ tester, it
P running
2
will suffices to estimate
the
tail
σ
(A).
Equivelantly,
i
i>t
P 2
since kAk2F =
σ
(A)
can
be
efficiently
estimated, it
i
i
P
also suffices to estimate the “head” i≤t σi2 (A) to additive
O(n2 ).
In order to accomplish this, one could utilize the
tools from random matrix concentration, such as Matrix
Bernstein’s inequality [69], which allows one to estimate
each σi2 to error ηn2 by taking a random rectangular

2
O(1/η
)×O(1/η 2 ) sized submatrix. The error in estimating
P
2
2
σ
i≤t i (A) is then tηn , thus one needs to set η = O(/t),
8
giving a O(1/ ) tester with two-sided error. Using a careful
bucketing analysis on the error, along with the more powerful Interior Matrix Chernoff bounds of Gittens and Tropp
[27], one can improve this to O(t2 /4 ) = O(1/6 ). However,
P substantial improvements on unconditional estimation
of i≤t σi2 (A) seem unlikely. In fact, we demonstrate that
event for t = 1 (spectral norm estimation), tools such as
matrix concentration inequalities which sample submatrices
of A, must make Ω(1/4 ) queries (Lemma 11), which rules
out, for instance, a o(t2 /4 ) upper bound for general t. Thus,
instead of unconditional estimation, our
P main2 insight is to
demonstrate conditions under which
i≤t σi (A) can be
efficiently estimated. When these conditions do not hold, we
show that it is because the Schatten-1 norm of our sampled
submatrix must be too large, from which we can deduce the
existence of negative eigenvalues in our query.

In the first case, if the t-th singular value is not too large,
say σt+1 (A) ≤ 10n/t, we show that the (re-scaled) tail
P
n2
2
i>t σi (AS×T ) of a random rectangular matrix, where
k2
|S| = |T | = k = O(1/2 ), approximates the tail of A
to error O(n2 ). Our argument relies on splitting A into
head and tail pieces A = At + A−t , where At is A
projected onto the top-t eigenvectors of A. We demonstrate
that the spectral mass of each is preserved after passing
to a random row submatrix, and additionally demonstrate
that σmax (A−t ) = σt+1 (A) does not grow too much using
spectral decay inequalities for random submatrices [60]. This
forces the spectrum of (A−t )S×[n] to be well spread out,
allowing us to apply interlacing inequalities to demonstrate
that after adding (At )S×[n] back in, the resulting tail is
still sufficiently large, and then iterate the argument when
sampling columns to obtain AS×T .
On the other hand, if σt+1 (A) is too large, then after
moving to a random row submatrix the spectral norm of
A−t can concentrate highly in its top eigenvalues, which
can then be absorbed by the top t eigenvalues of At ,
stealing too much mass from the tail. Instead, note that
if σt+1 (A) ≥ 10n/t,
P then the Schatten norm of A must
be large, namely i σi (A) > 10n, which cannot occur if
A is PSD. We show that by applying Interior Eigenvalue
Matrix Chernoff bounds (mentioned above), we can preserve
this fact, obtaining nk σt+1 (AS×T ) > 10n/t with good
probability when k = Ω(1/2 ). If this is the case, then
the Schatten norm of the submatrix will be too large:
kAS×T kS1 ≥ t(10k/t) > 10k. To obtain a certificate
from this fact, we move to the larger principal submatrix
A(S∪T )×(S∪T ) , which we show must still have large Schatten norm, from which we can infer the existence of negative
eigenvalues. Similarly, in the earlier case, we show that
the large tail of AS×T implies that the principal submatrix
A(S∪T )×(S∪T ) also has too large of a tail, meaning it must

not be PSD.
C. Lower Bounds
As seen above, the distribution of negative mass in the
matrix A plays an important role in the complexity of
testing if A is PSD. Specifically, the problem becomes
easier the more concentrated the negative mass is within
a few eigenvalues. So in order to avoid a o(1/2 ) upper
bound from the `∞ -testing algorithm, our hard instance must
have |λmin (A)| = O(n) in the -far case. On the other
hand, we cannot allow the negative mass to be extremely
spread out, otherwise we would have to add many more
positive eigenvalues
to avoid violating the trace constraint
P
|Tr(A)| = | i λi (A)| ≤ n implied by the boundedness,
creating further spectral differences between the instances.
With this in mind, our hard distribution will have 1/
negative eigenvalues, each roughly equal to λi (A) = −n.
The Hard Instance: Our first insight is to construct
a discrete instance, with the property that the distribution
induced by observing a small sample of the “meaningful”
entries of A is identical in both cases. Specifically, we
construct two distribtuions: DYES and DNO over n × n
matrices. In both cases, A will be block diagonal, with
k disjoint blocks B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk ⊂ [n], each of size
|Bi | = n/k, for some parameter k; we will later set
k = Θ(1/), so our target lower bound is Ω(k 2 ). In DYES ,
each block ABi ×Bi will be PSD, whereas in DNO we will
have λmin (ABi ×Bi ) = −Θ̃(n/k) ≈ −n. The partition
B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bk = [n] is chosen randomly, so that for
any fixed set of samples, only a small fraction them will be
contained inside any block ABi ×Bi . The diagonal entries
will always be fixed to 1, and all off-diagonal entries are
either {0, 1, −1}. The samples a1 , a2 , . . . , as ∈ [n] × [n] of
any algorithm can then be interpreted as a graph H (possibly
with self-loops), where for each edge ar = (i, j) ∈ E(H),
the algorithm learns the value Ai,j ∈ {0, 1, −1}.
Now consider the algorithm which just samples a t × t
principal submatrix T ⊂ [n], so that H is a t-clique. Now
in expectation E[|T ∩ Bi |] = kt for each i, however, by a
balls and bins argument, as t approaches k we will obtain
some blocks i with |T ∩ Bi | = Ω(log k/ log log k). Thus,
to fool this query, we must be able to “fool” cliques of
size roughly log k within a block Bi . On the other hand, an
algorithm could find many more entries in a block by lopsided sampling: for instance, it could sample k 2 entries in a
single column of A (H is a k 2 -star), getting k entries inside
a column of a block ABi ×Bi . Thus we must also fool large
star queries. It turns out that the right property to consider
is the matching number ν(H) of the query graph H, i.e. the
size of a maximum matching. Notice for a star H, we have
ν(H) = 1. We prove (roughly) that if within each block
Bi , one can “fool” every query graph H inside ABi ×Bi
with matching number ν(H) < `, one would obtain a lower

2(`−1)

bound of Ω(k ` ). Thus, it will suffice to fool all query
graphs H within a block Bi with ν(H) ≤ log k.
For a first step towards this, suppose that in DYES , we
set each block independently to ABi ×Bi = vv > , where
v ∈ {1, −1}|Bi | is a random sign vector, and in DNO , we
set ABi ×Bi = −vv > (except we fix the diagonal to be
1 in both cases). Now notice that the distribution of any
individual entry (ABi ×Bi )a,b is symmetric, and identical
in both DYES and DNO . Furthermore, it is not difficult
to check that the distribution of a path or star query H
inside of ABi ×Bi is also identical in both cases. On the
other hand, if H contained a triangle, then this would
not be the case, since in DYES one could never have a
negative cycle (x, y, z) where vx vy = vy vz = vz vx = −1,
whereas this could occur in DNO , since we could have
that −vx vy = −vy vz = −vz vx = −1. Thus, roughly, to
distinguish between these distributions DYES from DNO , an
algorithm must sample a triangle within one of the blocks
ABi ×Bi , which one can show requires Ω(k 4/3 ) queries,
yielding a first lower bound.8
Boosting to Ω(k 2 ): Given the above example, we
would now like to construct instances which fool H with
larger and larger ν(H). In fact, our next insight is to have
an even simpler structure on DYES and DNO : each of them
will be a random permutation of one of two fixed matrices D1 , D2 respectively. We now formalize the “fooling”
condition we need. For a matrix B and a query graph H,
let (B)H denote the result of setting all entries of B not
in H equal to zero. Then the matrices D1 , D2 must have
the property that for any graph H with ν(H) ≤ log k, if
σ : [m] → [m] is a random permutation and Pσ ∈ Rm×m
is the row permutation matrix corresponding to σ, then the
distribution of (Pσ D1 P>
σ )H is identical to the distribution
(Pσ D2 P>
σ )H . We call this property H-subgraph equivalence. This implies that any algorithm which queries the
>
edges in H inside of Pσ D1 P>
σ or Pσ D2 Pσ will be unable
to distinguish between them with any advantage. To obtain
a lower bound, we must also have a gap between λmin (D1 )
and λmin (D2 ), so that their spectrum can be shifted to make
one PSD and the other far. Furthermore, neither λmin (D1 )
or λmin (D2 ) can be too negative, otherwise by shifting we
would lose boundedness of the entries.
A priori, it is not even clear that such matrices D1 , D2
exist, even for constant values of ν(H). Our main contribution now is to demonstrate their existence for every ν(H).
Our construction is simple, but perhaps surprisingly so. Both
D1 , D2 will be adjacency matrices; in the PSD case, we set
D1 to be the cycle graph C2m+1 on 2m + 1 = Θ(log k)
vertices, and in the -far case we set D2 to be the disjoint
union of two cycles Cm+1 ⊕ Cm . Since one of m and
m + 1 is even, while 2m + 1 is odd, we will have that
8 Note that ν(H) = 1 for a triangle H, so the Ω(k 2(`−1)/` ) lower
bound when ν(H) < ` is actually loose here.

λmin (Cm+1 ⊕ Cm ) = −2, but λmin (C2m+1 ) > −2.9 To
show subgraph equivalence, it suffices to show a slightly
more general version of the following: for any graph H
with ν(H) < m/4, the number of subgraphs of C2m+1
isomorphic to H is the same as the number of subgraphs of
Cm+1 ⊕ Cm isomorphic to H.10 Note that if ν(H) < m/4,
then H is just a disjoint collection of paths.
Our proof of this fact is by a construction of a bijection
from arrangements of H in C2m+1 to H in Cm+1 ⊕ Cm .
While a seemingly simple property, some care must be
taken when designing a bijection. Our mapping involves
first “swapping” two paths (whose length depends on H) in
C2m+1 , before “splitting” C2m+1 into two cycles of length
m and m + 1. We direct the reader to the full version of this
work for further details.
Amplifying the Gap: The subgraph equivalence between C2m+1 and Cm+1 ⊕ Cm prevents any algorithm
from distinguishing between them with a small number
of samples, however the gap in the minimum eigenvalue
shrinks at the rate of Θ(1/m2 ). Meaning, if we set γ =
λmin (C2m+1 ) = 2 − Θ(1/m2 ), while the matrix γI +
C2m+1 is PSD and has constant sized entries, we only
have λmin (γI + Cm+1 ⊕ Cm ) = −Θ(1/m2 ), which is not
far enough from PSD. Instead, recall that we only need
m = Ω(log k) to fool all H with ν(H) ≤ log k, but the
block size which we must fill is much larger: ABi ×Bi has
size |Bi | = n/k. Thus, instead of setting m = Θ(n/k) and
filling all of ABi ×Bi with the cycles, we set m = Θ(log k),
and we amplify the spectral gap by taking the tensor product
of the small graphs C2m+1 and Cm+1 ⊕ Cm with a large,
fixed matrix M, so that (γI + C2m+1 ) ⊗ M has |Bi | rows
and columns.
We prove that taking the tensor product with any fixed M
preserves the subgraph equivalence properties of the original
matrices. From here, our lower bounds for testing PSD with
`2 gap, Schatten norms, Ky fan, and the cost of the best
rank-k approximation, all follow by a proper choice of M.
For PSD testing, we can choose M = 1 to be the all 1’s
matrix, and to amplify the gap in Schatten 1 norm, we can
choose M to be a random Rademacher matrix. Since M = 1
e
is PSD and kMk2 = Ω(n/k),
the gap is amplified to the
e
desired −Ω(n/k). Finally, we remark that to obtain a lower
bound for another norm, any matrix M which is large in
that norm may be suitable, so long as the original sub-graph
equivalent matrices also have a gap in that norm. We pose
it as an interesting open problem to design other pairs of
matrices D1 , D2 with different spectral gaps which have
good sub-graph equivalence properties.
9 To intuitively see why this is true, note that if m is even and v ∈
{−1, 1}m is the vector that assigns opposite signs to adjacent vertices of
Cm , then we have Cm v = −2v. However, if m is odd, this assignment
v is no longer possible.
10 A more general statement is needed since H can also query for edges
which do not exist in C2m+1 .

III. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we gave an optimal (up to log(1/) factors)
algorithm for testing if a matrix was PSD, or was far in
spectral norm distance from the PSD cone. In addition, we
gave a query efficient algorithm for testing if a matrix was
PSD, or was n2 far from the PSD-cone in `22 distance.
Furthermore, we established a new technique for proving
lower bounds based on designing “subgraph-equivelant”
matrices. We believe that this technique is quite general,
as shown by its immediate application to lower bounds for
the Schatten-1 norm, Ky-Fan norm, and tail error testing.
Our construction could also likely be useful for proving
lower bounds against testing of graph properties, which is a
well studied area [30]. We pose the open problem to design
(or demonstrate the non-existence of) additional subgraphequivalent matrices beyond the cycle graph construction
utilized in this work, which have gaps in their spectral or
graph-theoretic properties.
Additionally, we pose the open problem of determining
the exact non-adaptive query complexity of PSD testing
with `22 gap. As discussed in Section I-A, there appear to
be several key barriers to improving the complexity beyond
O(1/4 ). Indeed, it seems that perhaps the main tool that is
lacking is a concentration inequality for the eigenvalues of
random principal submatrices. Since most such decay results
apply only to norms [60], [70], progress in this direction
would likely result in important insights into eigenvalues of
random matrices.
Finally, we note that the complexity of the testing problems for several matrix norms, specifically the Schatten p
and Ky-Fan norms, are still open in the bounded entry
model. In particular, for the Schatten 1 norm, to the best
of our knowledge no non-trivial algorithms exist even for
estimation with additive error Θ(n1.5 ), thus any improvements would be quite interesting.
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